
HARD CHEESE
CHEESE DESCRIPTION MILK PASTUERISED? VEGETARIAN? PRICE PER PRICE

BERKSWELL
small batch hard sheeps milk cheese similar to a parmesan 

style with a slightly lighter citric finish
sheep no yes per 100g £2.60

CUMBERLAND FARMHOUSE
a cumbrian style cheddar this is rinded and firm with an 

slightly nutty flavour but has that traditional cheddar bite.
cow no no per 100g £1.60

MRS KIRKHAMS

a fantastic traditional Lancashire this is hand picked by me 

so will be a flavour profile that isnt avaliable elsewhere. 

Just delicious

cow no no per 100g £1.40

ALLERDALE

a hard rinded goats cheese this has a slighlty dry texture 

with an almost fruity flavour. The rind brings an earthiness 

to is with creates something delicious

goat no no per 100g £1.75

ST ANDEWS CHEDDAR

this is a buttery yellow cheese with a creamy texture 

which is slightly softer than a typical cheddar. Aged for 9 – 

12 months for a bold flavour and a well rounded lingering 

finish

cow no no per 100g £1.90

FELLSTONE

made to the most traditional Wensleydale recipe (not the 

crumbly sort) this is a very special cheese. A rinded cheese 

with an unusually springy centre it has a rich citric flavour 

and an earthy rind

cow no no per 100g £1.70

The Crafty Cheese Man Delivery
General Information

Cheese is cut by hand so may not be exact 
weight requested although I will try my best 
to be as close as possible and be very 
excited if I get it bang on.
Fixed weight items may vary slightly as well.

Payment Information

Payment can be made via BACS (preferable) 
or cash left in an envelope for collection 
when delivered.
Acc Name: Jonathan Pearcey
Acc no: 30564735      Sort code: 01 03 33



AULD REEKIE

this two-day curd cheese is smoked over whisky barrel 

shavings and named after Scotland’s capital, Edinburgh. A 

mild, fresh and creamy textured cheese with a subtle 

smoky back taste. Slightly different but very special

cow no no per 100g £2.50

ARDMORE

this is such a unique cheese as it is hand-pressed and 

made from a two-day curd. The two-day curd gives the 

cheese a creamy and fresh texture with a slightly fruity 

and nutty flavour. It is washed in Whisky giving it a slight 

heat and kick.

cow no no per 100g £2.40

LEAGRAMS SHEEPS a firm sheeps milk cheese that is like a young pecorino sheep yes yes per 100g £1.65

SPECIAL RESERVE TASTY 

LANCASHIRE

a simply awesome tasty Lancashire with great punchy 

flavour and firm but slightly crumbly texture
cow yes yes per 100g £1.10

CREAMY LANCASHIRE
a really good quality creamy Lancashire which is full of 

flavour
cow yes yes per 100g £0.90

GARLIC LANCASHIRE
a creamy Lancashire blended with garlic. Part of me feels 

like I shouldn’t like this but its is worryingly addictive
cow yes yes per 100g £1.00

MANCHEGO

made in the La Mancha region of Spain it has a firm and 

compact consistency and a buttery texture with a mild yet 

rich flavour

sheep no no per 100g £1.75

APPLEWOOD SMOKED CHEDDAR
the above cheddar that I have had smoked on real 

applewood in Lancashire
cow yes yes per 100g £1.20

SOFT CHEESE

CROFTON

a very rare blend of 2 milks creating a special cheese that 

changes with the seasons. Light and citric but also slightly 

rich and creamy it has a farmy finish

cow/goat no no per 100g £1.75

TOVEY

this cheese is dry and almost crumbly in texture but starts 

to soften around the edge. Small like a camembert it looks 

wonderful and tasted even better

goat no no 250g each £4.50

LANCELOT

an extremely special very seasonal cheese this is one to be 

excited about. A very fresh cheese made in Lanarkshire it 

is lemony, citrusy and and has fresh flavours with a 

velvety, creamy texture

sheep no no 250g each £8.00



ST JAMES

one of the most artisanal cheeses I have come across this 

rind washed cheese is made in Cumbria and has fantastic 

strength of flavour. Quite earthy and salty it is something 

very special and rare

sheep no no per 100g £2.80

ELRICK LOG

this beauty is a fresh, lactic, log-shaped goat cheese with a 

distinctive lemon flavour and a silky smooth, thick texture. 

It is rolled in ash and then a natural rind is allowed to grow 

through

goat no yes 200g each £7.50

GARSTANG WHITE

a jersey milk brie style cheese that is rich, full of flavour 

and slightly addictive. With an earty bloomy rind this one 

is a cracker

cow yes yes 200g each £2.80

FRENCH BRIE creamy, mild French brie cow yes yes per 100g £0.75

CHEVRE GOATS LOG tradiotional French goats cheese log goat yes yes per 100g £1.15

BLUE CHEESE

BLUE WHINNOW

a kick-ass rinded blue cheese this is made to a Stilton 

recipe but in cumbria and is rich, earthy and pack a hell of 

as punch

cow no no per 100g £2.10

COLSTON BASSETT
a stunning Stilton which is very creamy and has a great 

blue kick. All in all it is simply lovely
cow yes yes per 100g £1.75

LANARK BLUE

the taste is slightly sweet and green-blue veins give it a 

salty blue kick that matches the richness of the sheeps 

milk. This beauty is molded by hand and allowed to 

mature for three months. It is has a lot of similarities to a  

Roquefort but is slightly firmer

sheep no no per 100g £2.95

NICKY NOOK BLUE
a Lancashire made blue cheese slightly orange in colour 

this is a great allrounder and is very easy to eat
cow yes yes per 100g £1.35

GARSTANG BLUE
also made in Lancashire this is a very creamy blue which is 

slightly mild but full of flavour to.
cow yes yes per 100g £1.25

CHEBYN BLUE

this blue is made in Chipping Lancashire and is one that I 

have had some input in. Along with the team at the dairy 

we have created a a special blue cheese that is exclusive 

to me that is similar to a Gorgonzola with that creamy 

richness and almost sweet nutty flavour.

cow yes yes per 100g £1.65



GOOD QUALITY BASICS

LAVERSTOKE ORGANIC BUFFALO 

MOZZARELLA

simply an amazing and special British made organic buffalo 

mozzarella that is full of flavour and soft and creamy in the 

middle

buffalo yes yes 125g each £2.75

MATURE CHEDDAR a good quality mature cheddar cow yes yes 250g each £1.00

APPLEWOOD applewood cheese as seen in the shops cow yes yes per 100g £1.00

GRANA PADANO (PARMESAN) an Italian hard cheese that is just like a Parmesan cow no no 250g each £2.50

HALLOUMI everyone knows Halloumi goat/sheep yes yes 250g each £2.00

GRATED MOZZARELLA grated mozzarella for pizza's, sandwiches etc cow yes yes 2kg bag £7.50

EXTRAS
SALTED BUTTER meadow churn cow 250g block £1.00

UNSALTED BUTTER meadow churn cow 250g block £1.00

MEDIUM FREE RANGE EGGS fantastic eggs from Hatchwood Farm Chorley 1/2 dozen £1.20

MEDIUM FREE RANGE EGGS fantastic eggs from Hatchwood Farm Chorley dozen £2.30


